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Abstract
Cell-aware test (CAT) explicitly targets faults caused by defects inside library cells to improve test quality, compared with conven-
tional automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) approaches, which target faults only at the boundaries of library cells. The CAT 
methodology consists of two stages. Stage 1, based on dedicated analog simulation, library characterization per cell identifies which 
cell-level test pattern detects which cell-internal defect; this detection information is encoded in a defect detection matrix (DDM). In 
Stage 2, with the DDMs as inputs, cell-aware ATPG generates chip-level test patterns per circuit design that is build up of intercon-
nected instances of library cells. This paper focuses on Stage 1, library characterization, as both test quality and cost are determined 
by the set of cell-internal defects identified and simulated in the CAT tool flow. With the aim to achieve the best test quality, we 
first propose an approach to identify a comprehensive set, referred to as  full set, of potential open- and short-defect locations based 
on cell layout. However, the full set of defects can be large even for a single cell, making the time cost of the defect simulation in 
Stage 1 unaffordable. Subsequently, to reduce the simulation time, we collapse the full set to a compact set of defects which serves 
as input of the defect simulation. The full set is stored for the diagnosis and failure analysis. With inspecting the simulation results, 
we propose a method to verify the test quality based on the compact set of defects and, if necessary, to compensate the test quality 
to the same level as that based on the full set of defects. For 351 combinational library cells in Cadence’s GPDK045 45nm library, 
we simulate only 5.4% defects from the full set to achieve the same test quality based on the full set of defects. In total, the simula-
tion time, via linear extrapolation per cell, would be reduced by 96.4% compared with the time based on the full set of defects.

Keywords Cell-aware test · Manufacturing defects · Open defect · Short defect · Parasitic extraction · Defect location · 
Equivalence · Verification · Test quality compensation

1 Introduction

Integrated circuits (ICs) today have tiny feature sizes, com-
plex transistor architectures, and a large number of inter-
connect layers. Due to their large number of high-precision 
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manufacturing steps, ICs are highly susceptible to manufac-
turing defects, and thus they need to undergo testing to weed 
out the defective parts before they are shipped to customers. 
Unfortunately, in practice, tests are not perfect either; not all 
defective parts are recognized during testing, which causes 
test escapes. Complex ICs are used in safety-critical appli-
cations, such as automotive and healthcare, where defects 
have profound consequences, and test escapes cannot be 
tolerated. It has always been and will continue to be a key 
responsibility of IC test engineers to reduce the fraction of 
test escapes [6].

Digital logic ICs are designed on the basis of a library of 
standard cells. Conventional automatic test pattern generation 
(ATPG) tools target faults on the boundaries of cells, such as 
stuck-at [7] and transition faults [27]. Intra-cell defects are 
typically not in the scope of conventional ATPG tools, and 
hence only detected fortuitously [12, 25, 28]. Cell-internal 
defects cause a significant fraction of test escapes [6]. Cell-
aware test (CAT) reduces test escapes by explicitly targeting 
cell-internal defects [18]. The general CAT methodology 
consists of two stages. In Stage 1, library characterization, 
we first determine, for each library cell based on its layout, 
the set of locations where cell-internal open and short defects 
might occur, and model defects using selected resistors. Sub-
sequently, defect characterization utilizes dedicated analog 
simulation to determine which cell-level test pattern detects 
which cell-internal defect; the result is encoded in a defect 
detection matrix (DDM) per cell. An example DDM for an 
AND2X1 cell is shown in Fig. 1. A DDM is a binary matrix. 
Its rows correspond to cell patterns, which contain stimu-
lus bits for all cell inputs and the corresponding defect-free 
response bit on a single cell output. The columns correspond 
to defects that are identified to occur in the cell potentially. 

A DDM entry denotes whether a cell pattern detects a defect 
(denoted by ‘1’) or not (empty denotation). The ‘1’s in each 
pattern row show which defects are detected by this cell pat-
tern; the ‘1’s in each column indicate the cell patterns detect-
ing the corresponding defect. Stage 2, cell-aware ATPG, 
uses as inputs the IC netlist with library cells as its building 
blocks and the set of DDMs for these library cells. For each 
cell instance in a chip design, an intra-cell defect is covered 
if there is at least one cell pattern (1) which, according to 
the DDM, detects this particular defect, and (2) which the 
cell-aware ATPG tool is able to successfully expand from 
cell-to-chip level. After a cell pattern is expanded success-
fully, fault simulation identifies all the other covered defects  
in the pattern expansion path.

This paper focuses on Stage 1, library characterization, 
as it is fundamental to both test quality and test cost of CAT.  
The set of potential defects should be realistic and complete.  
Too few defect locations cause the test to miss defects; this  
negatively impacts the test and product quality. Too many 
defect locations imply unnecessary time-consuming analog  
simulations during defect characterization. We propose a  
library characterization tool flow that covers all cell-
internal defects to guarantee the test quality and sig-
nificantly reduces the defect simulation time with main- 
taining the test quality.

We automatically identify a full set of potential locations 
of open defects on and short defects between both intra-
cell interconnects and transistor terminals. During the full  
set of defect-location identification (DLI), we use parasitic 
extraction (PEX) not only in its conventional role to cre-
ate accurate analog simulation models of library cell lay-
outs, but also to analyze the cell layouts to identify possible  
defect locations on and between interconnects. The number  

Fig. 1  Example defect detection matrix for an AND2X1 cell
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of identified defect locations quickly grows large, even for 
small library cells, making the time cost of the following 
defect simulation unaffordable. However, many defects in the 
full set are equivalent with respect to their logic fault behav-
iors, and hence require the same test patterns, namely cause 
identical DDM columns. To reduce the number of defects to 
be simulated while maintaining the full-set-based test qual-
ity, we first collapse the full set to a subset compact set by 
grouping equivalent defects and selecting only one defect per 
group into the compact set, which is used as input of the defect 
simulation. With the assistance of defect simulation, we ver-
ify if all collapsed defects cause identical DDM columns. An 
error is determined if a collapsed group of equivalent defects 
contains at least one defect non-equivalent to the others. A 
non-equivalent defect in a collapsed defect group  causing one 
DDM column to be missed for this group negatively impacts 
the test quality. Some errors are specific to simulation user 
settings, and hence cannot be avoided before the simulation. 
Subsequently, we eliminate errors by identifying and adding 
the missed DDM columns with additional simulations, thus 
compensate the test quality to the same as that based on the 
full set of defects. The experiment results show that for 351 
combinational cells in Cadence’s GPDK045 45nm technology, 
we reduce 96.4% simulation time comparing with simulating 
the full set of defects. This paper extends our work in [11] with 
a refined PEX cell model, an improved solution for reducing 
the defect simulation time with maintaining the test quality, 
and additional experiment results on defect simulation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews related prior work. The proposed library char-
acterization tool flow is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 
describes a cell model used for the PEX and the general 
PEX settings for the defect-location identification. To reduce 
the defect simulation time and maintain the test quality, we 
describe how we handle the open and short defects in Sec-
tion 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 presents experiment 
results and Section 8 concludes this paper.

2  Related Prior Work

CAT identifies only those cell patterns that actually contrib-
ute to the detection of intra-cell defects; this requires knowl-
edge of which defects to expect. For this, CAT is inspired 
by layout-level defect-to-fault analysis methods like induc-
tive fault analysis (IFA) [32], which are intractable to be 
applied at chip level, but very feasible if applied on indi-
vidual library cells. CAT was introduced by Hapke et al. in 
2009 [15]. Initially, only hard (low ohmic) short defects ( 1Ω ) 
in combinational logic cells were targeted. Later, this was 
extended to hard (high ohmic) open defects (1GΩ ), weaker 
short defects (1Ω – 20kΩ ) [13, 16], and sequential cells such 
as scan flip-flops [14]. Several studies have shown that CAT 

offers superior test quality and reduces test cost in compari-
son with n-detect [18, 25, 28], embedded multi-detect [12, 
38], or gate-exhaustive test [5, 17]. Industrial application 
has provided experimental evidence of the effectiveness of 
CAT to reduce test escapes [13, 18, 19, 33, 37]. CAT also 
improves the diagnosis accuracy and efficiency by recording 
the layout location of potential defects [26, 36].

The quality improvement promised by CAT critically 
depends on the details of the DLI and defect characteriza-
tion steps, as they determine which intra-cell defects will be 
considered and which cell-patterns can actually contribute to 
the detection of these defects. No prior work discloses which 
intra-cell defects exactly are modeled and when the defect 
set is pruned, how that is done, and what the effect is on the 
compute time for analog defect simulation. Other papers use 
PEX for DLI, but do not report how the many user controls 
of a PEX tool were set [14, 15, 34]; in this paper, we fully 
specify all these details. Prior publications present different 
opinions regarding the inclusion of inter-layer shorts: Hapke 
et al. include them [14, 15], while Liu et al. claim they do 
not occur and hence can be omitted [24]. We support both 
options, as we have observed that in advanced-node tech-
nologies, inter-layer shorts can indeed occur [10], but do 
not want to burden a user of more mature technology nodes 
with intra-cell defects that are indeed very unlikely to occur 
in these nodes. In addition to intra-cell defects, [14] includes 
also shorts, opens, stuck-at, and transition faults at the cell 
I/Os in cell-aware ATPG. In this paper, we demonstrate that 
these cell-boundary defects are often equivalent to already 
modeled cell-internal defects. In those cases, our approach 
does not require to explicitly include them into the defect 
set. In this paper, we also assess the defect equivalence from 
the analog simulation perspective to reduce the number of 
defects to be simulated. To maintain the test quality, which 
is the most important test metric, we use the simulation to 
efficiently verify the defect equivalence.

3  Library Characterization Flow

The proposed CAT library characterization invoking sev-
eral other EDA tools along the way is depicted in Fig. 2.  
Step 1, for each cell in a library, PEX with dedicated user 
settings is performed. The output is the cell’s transistor-
level netlist with extracted parasitic resistors and capaci-
tors. Step 2, on the basis of the cell’s netlist, we deter-
mine a full set of defect locations with possible open- and  
short-defect locations. This approach is embedded in 
Cadence’s tool Modus. Parasitic resistors on and capaci-
tors between cell-internal interconnects are all locations  
of open- respectively short-defect candidates for the inter-
connects. Transistor-internal defects are modeled by opens 
on and shorts between transistor terminals. However, the 
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full set of defect locations can be large just for a single cell. 
Simulating the full set of defects takes a lot of time, which is 
impractical. For example, for the AND2X1 cell in Cadence’s 
GPDK045 library, the full set contains 61 open defect loca-
tions and 769 short defects.

To save downstream defect characterization time, In 
Step 3, we collapse the full set to a compact set based on the 
defect equivalence [11]. As equivalent defects are detected 
by the same set of cell patterns which is identified by analog 
simulation, per group of equivalent defects simulating only 
one defect is enough. Also, during the cell-aware ATPG, any 
one of the required cell patterns is expanded successfully, all 
of the equivalent defects are detected simultaneously. The 
advantage of the defect collapsing algorithm is that comput-
ing time is negligible compared with the simulation time 
and genetic to all technologies. However, due to the effect 
of specific simulation user settings and intra-cell parasitic 
resistors and capacitors dependent on technology, it is pos-
sible that not all the collapsed defects are equivalent, and 
hence we would miss some defects, which are reflected as 
missing DDM columns. To maintain the test quality based 
on the full set of defects, we add the missed DDM columns 
by additional simulations in Step 5.

In Step 4, Modus’ defect characterization function adds 
a resistive value to each defect location in the compact set; 
this allows us to model hard as well as weak resistive open 
and short defects [20]. The defects and the defect-free netlist 
are submitted to the analog simulator. Each defect is injected 
into the defect-free netlist. For each short defect, we simu-
late the defective netlist for the exhaustive set of one-cycle 
cell patterns to detect a static fault; for each open defect, we 
simulate the defective netlist a set of two-cycle cell patterns 
to detect a delay fault. Only if the simulation for the combi-
nation of defect d and cell pattern p gives a response which 
differs from the defect-free cell on at least one output of the 
cell, we mark in the DDM entry for defect d and pattern p as 
‘detected’. For all library cells, all defects are simulated with 
all possible cell patterns, which generates per library cell a 
DDM as the output of the defect characterization.

In Step 5, with the assistance of the upstream defect char-
acterization, we verify if all defects in each collapsed group 
of defects result in identical DDM columns. If not, we iden-
tify missed DDM columns to compensate the test quality.

Defect simulation is time consuming, due to the fact that 
it contains three nested loops: for all cells, for all defects, 
and for all cell patterns. Fortunately, this task needs to be 
executed only once per library release, while the resulting 
DDMs can be reused for all IC designs based on the same 
library. Some defects cannot be detected by any cell pattern. 
These non-detectable defects do not affect cell functionality 
even if they are present. Therefore, lower defect coverage is 
a good sign which indicates the cell is not easy to be affected 
by the potential defects, namely the cell design is robust. 
Only the detectable defects continue to Stage 2, cell-aware 
ATPG, as cell-internal faults.

4  PEX and Its Cell Model

The conventional role of parasitic extraction (PEX) in IC 
design is to determine the non-ideal electrical behavior of 
on-chip interconnects. This behavior is typically not part of 
the original design intent (and hence the term ‘parasitic’), 
but is present nevertheless and therefore needs to be assessed 
in order to build an electrically accurate simulation model 
of the circuit in question. The electrical non-idealities in the 
circuit’s interconnects are lumped into resistors R, capaci-
tors C, and inductors L, which are added into the circuit’s 
original netlist [29]. In standard cells, interconnect lengths 
are very small, and hence the resulting L values are very 
small and therefore can be ignored [21].

A net that electrically connects two or more terminals is 
divided into net segments, which are bounded by terminals 
and/or internal nodes. Below, we present a mathematical 
description of the cell model as generated by the PEX tool. 
Let Cells be the set of library cells. Let Terminalsc be the set 
of net terminals of library cell c ∈ Cells . Terminalsc contains 
the inputs and outputs of cell c (a.k.a. ports), power ( VDD )  

Fig. 2  Library characterization consists of five steps: (1) parasitic extraction, (2) defect-location identification, (3) defect collapsing, (4) defect 
characterization, and (5) test quality verification and compensation
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and ground ( VSS ), and the source, drain, gate, and bulk ter-
minals of the transistors in c. Let IntNodesc be the set of all 
internal net nodes of library cell c; internal nodes are the 
points in a net where the PEX tool starts a new net segment. 
With Nodesc we denote the set of all nodes, i.e., Nodes

c
=

Terminals
c
∪ IntNodes

c
.

The extracted parasitic resistors and capacitors can be rep-
resented by two weighted undirected graphs, GR = (V ,ER) 
and GC = (V ,EC) , with a common set of vertices V = Nodesc , 
but different edge functions ER = R(i, j) and EC = C(i, j) , with 
R, C: NodesR,C ∶ Nodesc × Nodesc ⟶ ℝ+ where R(i,  j) 
and C(i, j) specify respectively the parasitic resistance and 
capacitance between nodes i and j as extracted by the PEX  
tool.

We define the abbreviation function segm: Nodes
c
×

Nodes
c
⟶ Bool

1 to denote that nodes i and j are electri-
cally connected by a net segment:

The function conn_net: Nodesc × Nodesc ⟶ Bool is the 
transitive closure of segm, denotes that two nodes are elec-
trically connected through zero or more net segments, and 
is defined as follows:

The function net: Nodesc ⟶ P(Nodesc ) yields, for a given 
node i, the net of i, i.e., the set of nodes with which i is elec-
trically connected in cell c:

The net function effectively partitions the set Nodesc in a 
number of disjoint non-singleton nets, such that the follow-
ing holds:

The set of disjoint nets in cell c is Netsc = 
⋃

i∈Nodesc
{{net(i)}}. 

Each node n ∈ Nodesc resides in a processing layer. Let 
Layers be the set of processing layers. Layer function lyr: 
Nodesc ⟶ Layers gives the layer of a node. For i, j ∈ Nodesc 
with segm(i, j), either (1) lyr(i) = lyr(j) and the net segment 
between i and j is said to be in lyr(i), or (2) lyr(i) ≠ lyr(j) and 
the net segment between i and j is a vertical interconnection 
between different layers, called a via or contact. The PEX 
tool can list the x, y layout coordinates of each node.

(1)segm(i, j) ≡ segm(j, i) ≡ R(i, j)

(2)

conn_net(i, j) ≡ &(i = j) ∨ segm(i, j) ∨

∃k∈Nodesc( conn_net(i, k) ∧ ( conn_net(k, j))

(3)net(i) = {j ∈ Nodesc| conn_net(i, j)}

(4)∀i∈Nodesc(i ∈ net(i) ∧ |net(i)| ≥ 2) ∧

(5)∀i,j∈Nodesc(j ∈ net(i) ⇒ i ∈ net(j))

A net can fork to multiple destinations. We define Forks, 
the set of fork nodes in cell c, as follows:

The function conn_branch: Nodesc × Nodesc ⟶ Bool 
denotes that two nodes are part of the same net branch, and 
is defined as follows:

The function branch: Nodesc ⟶ P(Nodesc ) yields, for a 
given node i, the branch of i, i.e., the set of nodes that are 
part of the same net branch as i:

 The set of all branches in cell c is Branches
c
=

⋃
i∈Nodes

c
{{branch(i)}}.

We illustrate the model described above with an inverter 
cell INVX1 from the Cadence GPDK045 cell library [3] as 
example in Fig. 3. Figure 3a shows the layout. We marked out 
in the schematic (see Fig. 3c) the in total twelve terminals: 
one input port (A), one output port (Y), two transistors with 
four terminals each, VDD , and VSS . Figure 3a shows in the PEX 
model each terminal exists in one of four layers: n-diffusion, 
p-diffusion, poly, and metal-1. VDD/VSS and cell input/output 
ports are on the metal-1 layer. In addition, the PEX tool has 
identified eight internal nodes. The total set of 20 nodes par-
titions into four disjoint nets: NetsINVX1 = {{A , A#1 , A#2 , 
G1, G2} , {Y  , Y#1 , Y#2 , D1, D2} , {VDD , VDD#1 , VDD#2 , S1, 
B1}, {VSS , VSS#1 , VSS#2 , S2, B2}} . Contacts exist from metal-1 
to the other three layers. Net {A , A#1 , A#2 , G1, G2} forks out to 
two destinations, gate terminals G1 and G2, and contains three 
branches {{A , A#1 , A#2} , {A#2 , G1} , {A#2 , G2}} . Similarly, 
the other nets also can be broken up into branches.

In cells more complex than INVX1, two adjacent transistors 
in the layout are designed to share the same diffusion area as 
their source or drain. However, in the DSPF format netlist, the 
PEX tool assigns a particular name for each transistor terminal 
even though two different terminal names represent the same 
diffusion area. Consequently, the interconnection between such 
two terminals is presented as a virtual 0.001Ω net. Even though 
the 0.001Ω resistor does not physically exist, its resistance is too 
small to impact the simulation results. The real parasitic resist-
ance of the shared diffusion area is extracted and packaged into 
the device model that is also included in the extracted netlist 
for an accurate simulation. Figure 4 shows an example virtual 
interconnect in the AND2X1 cell, designed as a NAND circuit 
followed by an inverter, from Cadence’s GPDK045 library [3]. 
The two NMOS transistors in the NAND part share the same 

(6)

Forksc ={i ∈ Terminalsc | |{j ∈ net(i)|segm(i, j)}| > 1} ∪

{i ∈ IntNodesc | |{j ∈ net(i)|segm(i, j)}| > 2}

(7)

conn_branch(i, j) ≡ ((i = j) ∨ segm(i, j) ∨

∃k∈Nodesc�Forksc(conn_branch(i, k) ∧ conn_branch(k, j)))

(8)branch(i) = {j ∈ Nodesc|conn_branch(i, j)}

1 Bool denotes the set with Boolean values true and false.
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diffusion area, and hence no physical interconnect between the 
two NMOS transistors. The interconnection between the termi-
nals S and D shown in the schematic is extracted as a virtual net.

We use Cadence Quantus v18.1 to perform PEX. Figure 5 lists  
the general PEX settings. The remaining PEX settings specific to  
short- and open-defect location identification are described in the  
following two sections. Users should set the input database for-
mat generated by a layout versus schematic EDA tool. We use the  
‘pvs’ database generated by Cadence Pegasus (Line 1). We need 
to extract resistor (R) and capacitor (C) values (Line 2). We use 
DSPF (Cadence’s detailed standard parasitic format) as output 
format (Line 3). The benefits in the CAT context of DSPF over, 
for example, the well-known Spice format [35] are that DSPF 
format [2] features (1) an explicit layer list, (2) explicit listing of 
nets, and (3) explicit listing of net segments in diffusion layers. 
For usage during diagnosis, we include as comments into the 
netlist for the parasitic Rs and Cs: layer information, segment 
widths, and x, y location coordinates (Lines 4–6).

5  Open‑Defect Identification 
and Characterization

This section describes how we handle open defects in the 
library characterization. In section 5.1, we guide the PEX 
tool to extract parasitic resistors at all potential open-defect 
locations on interconnects. Afterward, we identify the full set  
of open-defect locations for both interconnects and transistor 
terminals in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 analyzes the electri-
cal behaviors of open defects with the aim to identify their 
equivalence, which is the basis of open-defect collapsing and  
test quality verification. The algorithms of open-defect col-
lapsing and characterization are presented in Sections 5.4 and  
5.5, respectively. Section 5.6 utilizes the simulation results for  
the compact-set open defects to verify if the test quality is 
maintained the same as that based on the full set. If not, we 
compensate the test quality.

Fig. 3  Example library cell INVX1: (a) layout, (b) schematic, and (c) PEX cell model

Fig. 4  An example virtual net 
in the GPDK045 library cell 
AND2X1
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5.1  PEX for Open‑defect Location Identification

An open defect on an interconnect might occur between any 
two connected nodes (i, j) with segm(i, j). We analyze for 
each library cell its layout by letting the PEX tool extract 
all net segments and their parasitic resistor values. Each 
extracted segment segm(i, j) with its parasitic resistor R(i, j) 
is considered as a potential open-defect location on the inter-
connects. Reasons for us to let a PEX tool split a net into mul-
tiple segments are (1) a fork in a net with multiple destina-
tions, as open defects on different branches of the fork affect 
different terminals, hence should be separated; (2) a vertical 
interconnect from one layer to another (referred to as a via 
which in library cells is typically called “contact”); or (3) a 
90◦ bend (‘L shape’) within a layer, as the contacts and the 
90◦ bends are sensitive locations of manufacturing defects.

Figure 6 lists the settings of the user options of Quantus 
to identify the full set of open-defect locations on intra-cell 
interconnects. In Line 1, we instruct Quantus not to break 
up segments into multiple segments only because the layout 
length of the segment exceeds a limit. The two options in 
Lines 2–3 specify that defect-sensitive circuit elements are 
included in the PEX output netlist: vias, and 90◦ bends in 
nets – the latter is identified by electromagnetic analysis.

Parallel segments (other than parallel vias and contacts) 
are expected not to occur in the heavily-optimized circuits 
that standard-cell libraries are (Line 4). The only type of 
parallel R segments that occur frequently in library cells are 
parallel vias. The inherent redundancy of multiple parallel 
vias is meant to increase the yield, and effectively work as 
one (lower-resistance) parallel connection. Lines 5–6 merge 
them into one segment with replacement R value. To control 
complexity, our CAT flow works on the basis of one defect 

insertion at a time. However, by varying the resistance value 
of the open defect in the merged via, we can model any num-
ber of parallel vias as being defective. We suppress listing of 
parasitic resistors in dangling segments (Line 7). As the miss-
ing R’s do not affect the simulation results and open defects 
in dangling segments would not cause faulty behavior, we 
utilize this option. This option does not affect the extraction 
of capacitors to the dangling segment nodes, and therefore it 
does not affect the fault simulation results.

A R value is indicative of the probability that the cor-
responding segment will suffer from an open defect: a large 
R value indicates that the corresponding net segment is thin 
and/or long and both increase the probability for that inter-
connect to be affected by an open defect. The parameter 
min_res in Line 8 filters out parasitic resistors below a speci-
fied limit (in Ohm) during PEX. We want the PEX tool to 
include all resistor segments in the cell model as open-defect 
locations, and set a user-defined option R in the DLI function 
to filter out some open-defect locations with small Rs based 
on users’ requirements. Quantus accepts a min_res value 
only larger than 0, therefore we specify min_res low enough 
(i.e. 10−10 Ω ) to guarantee that all segment Rs are extracted.

5.2  Full Set of Open‑defect Locations

A standard cell is built up from interconnected transistors. 
We consider open and short defects for both interconnects 
and transistors. With the dedicated user settings of the PEX 
tool, parasitic resistors indicate the potential open-defect 
locations on cell-internal interconnects. For transistors, 
we adapt transistor-internal defects to transistor-boundary  
defects. For example, bad doping causes high imped-
ance at source or drain, which can be modeled by adding  

Fig. 5  General Cadence’s Quan-
tus settings for cell-aware DLI

Fig. 6  Dedicated Quantus set-
tings for open-defect location 
identification
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high-ohmic resistors at source or drain terminal [23]; corro-
sion of the gate metallisation or poor gate etching results in 
a loss of the gate controllability, which can be modeled by 
gate terminal open [8, 9]. By default, opens on source, drain, 
and gate terminals are considered for transistors.

The identification of the full set of open-defect locations 
is described in Algorithm 1. This algorithm has several fol-
lowing controls with which the user can authorize the tool 
to filter out certain open locations. The default settings for 
these open-defect locations are such that no locations are 
filtered out and thus best test quality can be obtained.

– Parameter disableTrTerminalOpens allows to explicitly 
disable the identification of open-defect locations on 
transistor terminals (default: false).

– TrTerminalOpenSet specifies which set of transistor ter-
minals are considered as possible open locations (default: 
{source, drain, gate}).

– Threshold function Rth(�) defines, per layer � , that 
extracted segment resistors will not be identified as open-
defect locations if R < Rth(�) (default: Rth(�) = 0 for all 
layers �).

In Line 2 of Algorithm 1, the full set of open-defect loca-
tions is initialized. Open-defect locations are identified on 
all physical segments of which the parasitic resistor values 
exceed the user-defined threshold Rth(�) (Lines 03–09). 
Next, if the user has not disabled the identification of tran-
sistor open locations, for all transistors, the open-defect loca-
tions are identified on all terminals in TrTerminalOpenSet 
(Lines 10–14).

5.3  Open‑Defect Equivalence

For an electrical test, open defects on different branches 
of a fork structure affect different downstream destina-
tions, and therefore should be characterized separately. 
On each branch, the open defects on concatenated seg-
ments block logic value transition for the same destina-
tion, namely the same transistor(s), such that can cause 
equivalent fault effects. Therefore we consider to collapse 
the open defects per branch into one open. However, due to 
the impact of parasitic capacitors, on some branches, the 
open defects per branch lead to slightly different electri-
cal effects. To maintain the test quality, we should make 
sure the variation on the open-defect electrical behavior on 
the same branch does not influence the detection results, 
such that the resulting DDM columns of these open defects 
are identical. We analyze the open-branch behaviors and 
filter out the branches that requires test quality verifica-
tion after the simulation. In the following, we classify the 
branches into four types, and for each of them study the 
difference of electrical behaviors of segment open defects  
on the same branch.

Type 1: if a branch consists of only one segment, we 
classify it into Type 1. On this branch, at most one open 
defect is determined, and we cannot collapse any open 
defects anyway. Therefore, the test quality is always  
maintained.

Type 2: the branch is a part of net V DD or V SS and is  
also on power rail (i.e. in metal-1 layer). On the power  
rails of standard cells in a circuit design, multiple voltage 
sources are designed and implemented with contacts that  
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are from the external power supplier to the power rails.  
Signal open defect cannot block the voltage source for  
transistors. The concept is shown in Fig. 7. Even though 
R open1 blocks the voltage source on the left side, the volt-
age source on the right side still serves. Therefore, the  
two open defects on the branch that consists of segm(0, 1) 
and segm(1, 2) do not have a different effect on the circuit.

Type 3: if a branch consists of multiple segments and an 
open defect on such a branch blocks the signal transitions  
for all downstream PMOS or NMPS gate terminals, we  
classify such a branch into Type 3. A net can drive signal  
or multiple parallel CMOS transistor gate terminals. An  
example net structure driving multiple transistors is shown  
in Fig. 8. The net connecting six transistor drain terminals  
and six transistor gate terminals is split into 19 branches  
of which numbers are marked beside the branches. We use  
different colors for adjacent branches. Among Branches 7,  
10, 11, and 12 which consist of multiple segments, only  

Branch 10 is in Type  3. On a Type  3 branch, the open- 
defect location affects the caused delay size. We explain  
later.

Type 4: the a branch consists of multiple segments but an 
open defect on this branch cannot block the signal transitions 
for all downstream PMOS or NMPS gate terminals. This 
branch type can be found in standard cells with high drive 
strength, as cell designer use multiple parallel transistors 
controlled by the same net to increase the drive strength. 
These multiple parallel transistors are switched on simul-
taneously, such that large conductive current through the 
transistors quickly charge or discharge the downstream com-
ponents. In Fig. 8, among Branches 7, 10, 11, and 12 which 
consist of multiple segments, Branches 11 and 12 are in 
Type 4.

Open defects at different locations result in different 
RC networks of a branch. Figure 9a shows an example RC 
network of a defect-free branch. The capacitive coupling 

Fig. 7  Different open locations 
on a power net branch

Fig. 8  An example net in a cell 
with high drive strength
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between the branch and ground net VSS is extracted by the 
PEX tool as capacitors distributed based on the branch nodes.  
Figure 9b shows two open defects at different locations on the 
branch. As the branch’s parasitic resistance is significantly 
smaller than the open-defect resistance, the time constant of 
delay caused by either open defect is determined by the open-
defect resistance and the capacitance from the open resistor 
to the downstream branch terminal [30]. If we assume node 
4 is closer to the downstream transistor network than node 
0, the time constants of the delays due to open1 and open4 
are Ropen1 ⋅ (C1 + C2 + C3 + C4) and Ropen4 ⋅ (C4) , respec-
tively. With Ropen1 = Ropen4 , the open-defect location affects 
the delay size through the variation of load capacitance cal-
culated by summing the capacitance from the open-defect 
location up to the branch’s downstream terminal.

Please note, in a  standard cell the load capacitance 
after an open defect is the sum of capacitances from the 
open-defect location up to the downstream transistor gate 
terminals. It consists of two components: (1) interconnect 
capacitance and (2) the total gate capacitance of the driven 
transistors [30]. Figure 10  shows the load capacitances 
after R open1 on Net n2 that is driving an inverter. The two 
components of the load capacitance are drawn in red and 
blue colors, respectively. Eight nodes, internal nodes 0–5  

and two gate terminals, split Net n2 into seven segments 
and three branches. Net n2 has two neighboring nets, n1 
and n3. The parasitic capacitances between n2 and the two 
neighboring nets are distributed based on each node of n2. 
Cij denotes the capacitance distributed between node i and 
neighboring net j. Cij is calculated by summing the values 
of extracted capacitors of which one coupling node is i and 
the other coupling node is on net j. Two open defects open1 
and open2 are at different locations on the same branch of 
net n2. During the defect characterization, we inject only one 
open defect each time. Assuming the resistances of open1 
and open2 are equal, open1 causes a longer delay than open2 
due to the extra interconnect capacitors C1n1 and C1n3.

The interconnect capacitance after an open defect is also 
affected by the status of logic values on the neighboring nets. 
A resistive open defect causes a delay fault and hence can be 
detected by two-cycle test patterns. We perform simulations 
of a set of two-cycle cell patterns; each of them contains 
only one cell input transition and makes at least one cell out-
put transit from the first to the second cycle. The two-cycle 
cell patterns cause either a static or a dynamic logic value on 
each neighboring net. In the following, we discuss the effect 
of static and dynamic neighboring nets on the interconnect 
capacitance after an open defect.

Fig. 9  (a) RC network of a defect-free branch. (b) RC network with two opens at different locations

Fig. 10  Circuit model of two 
opens at different locations on 
a branch
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Figure 11a shows from the first to the second cycle of a 
cell pattern, the logic value on the open net, n2 changes from 
1 to 0, while the logic values on its neighboring net stays 
static. The node capacitances between the open branch and 
its neighboring net are equal to the extracted capacitance 
values. Figure 11b shows the situation that the logic value on 
the neighboring net is with opposite transition to n2. In the 
first cycle of the cell pattern, due to the voltage difference on 
Net n2 and Net n1, Net n2 with high voltage value charges 
the parasitic capacitors between Net n1. In the second cycle, 
the voltage value on Net n1 is high while the voltage value 
on Net n2 is low, the parasitic capacitors between n1 and 
n2 are first discharged and then charged. Therefore, the 
equivalent load capacitance between Nets n1 and n2 are 2 × 
extracted capacitance. Consequently, neighboring nets with 
opposite transition to the open branch increase the delay 
size. Similarly, a neighboring net with the same transition 
with the open branch decreases the delay size. [1] builds 
an indication function In(p) to evaluate the impact of logic 
value state on |l| neighboring nets. In(p) is approximated as 
Equation 9.

Given an open defect on a net segment segm(i, j) with |l| 
neighboring nets, the function open_net: Nodesc × Nodesc 

(9)

In(p) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

0, for the same transition in neighboring net n for pattern p

1, for the static state in neighboring net n for pattern p

2, for the opposite transition in neighboring net n for pattern p

⟶ P(Nodesc ) gives the set of nodes from the open-defect 
location to the downstream gate terminals:

open_net(i, j) = {net(j)|segm(i, j) = False} , with node j 
is closer to the downstream gate terminals. Therefore, the 
equivalent capacitance from open-defect to the end of the 
open net with respect to a cell pattern is calculated by

The first addend is the interconnect capacitance after the 
open-defect location which affects the addend value through 
the set of nodes open_net(i, j) after the open segment.

The delay size caused by an open on a Type 3 branch 
determines the delay size measured at cell output, as the 
Type 3 branches are the only way for a signal transition 
propagated to the cell output. The effect of open-defect loca-
tion on delay size can be significant. But on Type 4 branches, 
the open defect does not affect all signal propagation ways. 
The effect of open-defect location on delay size at cell out-
put can be ignored. For example, in Fig. 12 the difference 
between open defects on Branches 10 and 11 (or 12) is that 
open on Branch 10 affect all downstream transistors while 
open on Branch 11 only effect pMos4 and nMos4. Open 
defects on the two segments of Branch 10 cause different 
delay sizes due to their different load capacitances. Either 
open causes the signal on this net arrives at each driven 
gate terminal with the same delay size. However, open 
defects on Branch 11 cannot block the signal for transistors 
pMos5, nMos5, pMos6, and nMos6 which still perform well. 
In defect-free situation, either {pMos4, pMos5, pMos6} or 
{nMos4, nMos5, nMos6} are conducted simultaneously; 
with an open defect on Branch 11, only {pMos5, pMos6} 
or {pMos5, pMos6} are conductive simultaneously. Even 
though a high-ohmic open resistor results in a serious delay 
at the gate terminal of pMos4 or nMos4, the delay size at 
the output of the six transistors is determined by the perfor-
mance difference between three and two conducting transis-
tors. Before the signal is propagated to pMos4 or nMos4 gate 
terminal, the other transistors has already transfer the signal 

(10)CL(p) =
∑

k∈open_net(i,j)

∑
n∈{1..l}

(Ckn ⋅ In(p)) + (
∑

Cg)

Fig. 11  (a) Neighboring nets with static logic values. (b) Neighboring nets the opposite transition to the open branch

Fig. 12  Two additional DDM columns, Columns d
2
 and d

3
 , possibly 

exist if the DDM columns of two extreme open defects on a branch 
are as Columns d

1
 and d

4
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to the downstream circuit. Therefore, the delay size variation 
on Branch 11 does not affect the delay size at cell out and 
the effect of open-defect location can be ignored. Similarly, 
if pMos1, pMos2, pMos3, nMos1, nMos2, and nMos3 are 
driven by the same input net, open defect on Branch 7 only 
affect pMos1 and nMos1. The delay size on the driven net 
is also determined by the performance difference between 
three and two conducting transistors, and the the effect of 
open-defect location on Branch 7 can be ignored.

In summary, only for a Type 3 branch, per cell pattern 
p, open on the most upstream segment causes the longest 
delay while the most downstream segment open causes the 
shortest delay, as these two opens lead to max(CL(p) ) and 
min(CL(p) ), respectively. In a logic test, only when the delay 
caused by an open defect is larger than the test cycle, the 
open defect is detectable by the applied test pattern. Given 
a test frequency, if and only if the delays caused by the two 
extreme segment opens are both larger or smaller than the 
test cycle, namely detectable or non-detectable, for identical 
cell patterns, all opens on the corresponding branch result in 
identical DDM columns, and are equivalent. Otherwise, we 
need to identify the multiple different DDM columns caused 
by the open defects on a branch.

5.4  Open‑defect Collapsing

As the delay resulted from the open defects can be accu-
rately identified by simulation only, and we have to simulate 
at least one open defect per branch, we first collapse the 

full set to a compact set of open defects by selecting the 
most upstream segment as the representative open defect 
per branch. Based on the delay given by the simulator, we 
derive the delay caused by the most downstream open defect 
per pattern and then calculate the DDM column of this open. 
To verify if all opens on a branch equivalent, we compare 
the two DDM columns of the most upstream respectively 
downstream segment open.

Typically, the intra-cell branches are very short and tran-
sistor gate capacitance is much larger than the interconnect 
capacitance. Therefore, the variation of the load capacitance 
due to various open-defect locations on the same branch is 
expected small.

The open-defect collapsing is described in Algorithm 2. 
To prevent modeling multiple open-defect locations on the 
same branch, Algorithm 3 stores in array branchOpens with 
bool values which branches already have been assigned an 
open defect. In Line 03, this array is initialized to 0. In 
Lines 04–07, for each branch, open location is identified on 
the most upstream segment. Next, for all transistors, open 
locations are identified for the compact set, if not disabled 
by the user (Line 09). In case a transistor terminal is a fork 
node, it becomes a transistor-open location that is non-
equivalent to any branch-open defect (Line 12). For each 
of non-fork transistor terminals, if no open-defect location 
is identified on the branch which includes the transistor ter-
minal yet, we add an open-defect location on this terminal 
(Lines 13–15).
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5.5  Open‑defect Characterization

Subsequently, we perform open-defect characterization with 
the compact set, which is described in Algorithm 3. The CAT 
tool users can set a global resistance value Ropen for all open 
defects and a delay size threshold t th (Line 03). t th is used to 
compared with the delay size caused by each open-pattern 
combination. If the delay size is larger than t th , the open 
defect is detected. At each open-defect location, we also can 
characterize multiple open defects with different resistance 
values by running additional simulations. For all open defects 
in the compact set, we apply the set of two-cycle cell patterns 
and record the delay size per defect-pattern combination at 
cell output. Subsequently, we determine which two-cycle cell 
pattern detects which open defect based on the comparison 
between the cell delay size and t th (Lines 03–07).

5.6  Open‑defect Test Quality Verification 
and Compensation

After the open-defect characterization, only for each branch 
in Type 2 described in Section 5.3, we verify if all open 
defects cause identical DDM columns. If not, we ensure the 
best test quality by performing additional simulations to 
identify all different DDM columns.

Fig. 13  Dedicated Quantus settings for short-defect location identification

Per combination of branch and cell pattern, if the delay 
size caused by the most upstream segment open is larger 
than t th while the delay size caused by the most downstream 
segment open is smaller than t th , the opens in the branch are 
not equivalent to this cell pattern, and hence cause different 
DDM columns. Simulation gives the delay size caused by 
the most upstream segment open, and we calculate the delay 
size caused by the most downstream open defect based on 
the load capacitances ratio of the most upstream open to the 
most downstream open. If only one cell pattern p causes dif-
ferent detection results of the two extreme opens in a branch, 
only two DDM columns will result from all open defects. 
In these two DDM columns, both entries per row are identi-
cal except in the p row. If more than one cell patterns cause 
different detection results, we simulate every segment open 
in the branch to identify all different DDM columns for the 

best accuracy. For example, the most upstream open defect 
d1 in branch b is detected by two patterns p1 and p2 , but the 
most downstream open defect d4 in b is detected by neither 
p1 nor p2 . If some intermediate segment open defects can be 
detected by either p1 or p2 , four possible DDM columns will 
be caused by the open defects in b, shown as Figs. 13 and 14. 
To identify the existence of d2 and d3 DDM columns, we 
run defect characterization.
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The proposed algorithm is described in Algorithm 4. 
We count the number of cell patterns which cause differ-
ent detection results for the two extreme open defects per 
branch (Lines 02–09). If more than one cell pattern causes 
different detection results, we perform defect characteri-
zation for all open defects to identify all different DDM 

columns caused by these open defects (Lines 10–14). To 
facilitate the downstream cell-aware ATPG, we collapse 
the identical DDM columns of the open defects in the same 
branch into one to save the downstream cell-aware ATPG  
time (Line 16).

Fig. 14  Short defects between 
nets without parasitic resistance
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6  Short‑defect Identification 
and Characterization

This section describes how we handle short defects. We first 
present how we use the PEX tool to assist the short DLI 
in Section 6.1. Subsequently, we describe the identifica-
tion of the full set of short-defect locations in Section 6.2. 
Section 6.3 analyzes the short-defect electrical behaviors 
to identify the equivalent short defects, which is the basis 
of short-defect collapsing and test quality verification. 
The algorithms of short-defect collapsing and characteri-
zation are described in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, respectively. 
Section 6.6 verifies and compensates the short-defect test 
quality.

6.1  PEX for Short‑defect Location Identification

To identify the full set of short-defect locations between 
intra-cell interconnects, we let the PEX tool extract the para-
sitic coupling capacitors between all nodes in the library cell; 
Fig. 13 shows the associated user options for Quantus. All 
self-coupling capacitors between nodes on the same net are 
extracted to obtain an accurate simulation model (Line 1). 
The DLI script will ignore these self-coupling capacitors 
for short-defect location identification, as we do not want to 
consider short defects between nodes on a single net. Float-
ing nets are expected not to occur in the heavily optimized 
circuits that library cells are. However, just in case they do 
occur any way, the command in Line 2 removes them as a 
single short connected to floating nets cannot cause a fault. 
We want a simple cut-off threshold to filter out capacitors for 
which the nodes which are too far apart in the cell’s layout. 
These far apart nodes pose a low risk to become shorted by 
a defect that would affect the interconnects. The Quantus 
MinC function does not provide such a straightforward cut-
off filter. Hence, we set MinC as low as possible to extract all 
capacitors and apply our own cut-off threshold for capacitor 
values in the Modus DLI script. Quantus does not accept 
MinC=0, and hence we set MinC=10−25 Farad below which 
Quantus does not extract any capacitance value (Lines 3–5).

The capacitance is indicative of the chance that these nets 
will indeed suffer from a short defect between the two nodes: 
a large C value indicates that the corresponding two nets 
run for a significant length parallel at close distance from 

each other and therefore have an increased probability to 
be affected by a short defect. Our DLI approach can iden-
tify short-defect locations both within a layer as well as in 
between physically adjacent layers. Note that the number of 
node pairs grows quadratically with the number of nodes.

6.2  Full Set of Short‑defect Locations

For intra-cell interconnects, we guide the PEX tool to extract 
all parasitic capacitors between net nodes and consider each 
parasitic capacitor C(i, j) with conn_net(i, j) = False as a 
potential interconnect short defect location. For transistors, 
we model defects inside them as short defects between tran-
sistor terminals. Gate-oxide breakdown between gate and 
source or drain can be exactly modeled by a short resistor 
between gate and source or drain terminals [22]. Improperly 
large diffusion area of source and drain due to bad doping 
may cause a short defect between source and drain [9]. By 
default, we model transistor-terminal shorts between gate-
source, gate-drain, source-drain [8, 9, 31]. The parasitic 
capacitors between interconnects and the pairs of transistor 
terminals constitute the full set of short-defect locations per 
cell.

Modus’ DLI function has the following user controls with 
which the user can authorize the tool to filter out certain 
short locations.

– Parameter disableTrTerminalShorts allows to explicitly 
disable the identification of short-defect locations on 
transistor terminals (default: false).

– TrTerminalShortSet specifies which set of transistor ter-
minal pairs are considered as possible short locations 
(default: {gate-source, gate-drain, gate-bulk, source-
drain}).

– A blocklist specifies layer pairs between which shorts 
should not be considered. This list is technology depend-
ent. Advanced CMOS technologies with feature sizes 
below 10nm typically have more layers in their library 
cells and some of these layers are sensitive for inter-layer 
shorts [4] (default: empty list).

– Threshold value Cth defines that extracted parasitic 
capacitors will not be identified as short-defect locations 
if C < Cth (default: Cth = 0).
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The DLI operation to identify the full set of short-defect 
locations within a library cell is described in Algorithm 5. 
In Line 02, for cell c, the full set of short-defect locations is 
initialized. Subsequently, the parasitic Cs are evaluated to 
identify locations for short defects between intra-cell nets 
(Lines 03–07). For each net pair a, b ∈ Netsc , if the node pair 
of i ∈ a and j ∈ b is not on the blocklist and for which holds 
C(i, j) ≥ Cth , we add it to the full set (Lines 05–06). Next, for 
all transistors, short-defect locations between the terminals 
of TrTerminalShortSet are identified, only if not disabled by 
the user (Lines 08–12).

6.3  Short‑defect Equivalence

A short defect can happen between any two nodes from two 
disjoint Nets a and b and cause the whole net-pair shorted 
together, shown in Fig. 14 which is a partial schematic of a 
full adder cell in Cadence’s GPDK045 library. To test a short 
defect between a and b, we should first activate the short defect  
by assigning opposite logic values on a and b, respectively. 
As each cell-internal net is driven by either pull-up or pull-
down network, logic 1 on a net is obtained by switching on 
the pull-up network to connect the net to the power net VDD , 

Fig. 15  Short defects between 
nets with parasitic resistance
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while logic 0 is from the ground net VSS through the pull-
down network. When a static signal is applied on a net, no 
current flows on the net as the logic signal is used to control  
downstream transistor gates that are considered as high imped-
ance terminals. Therefore, the activation consequence is that a  
conductive path from VDD to VSS results from the short defect, 
shown in Fig. 14. If the interconnects are ideal, namely without 
any parasitic resistance, the identical logic values on both nets  
are interpreted from the voltage division between the transistor  
networks driving the two shorted nets, assuming the short-
defect resistance is small and can be ignored. If the short-defect  
resistance increase, we should also consider the voltage drop 
on the short defect increases, but the analysis in this section  
is still valid. No matter which two nodes from Net a respec-
tively b are shorted and how big Rshort is, the voltage value at  
the short location is fixed. All short defects between 
the two nets cause the same electrical effect and hence 
are equivalent. Please note that it is possible that multi-
ple cell patterns activate a short defect. In Fig. 14, logic 
1 on Net a and logic 0 on Net b can be obtained by three 
combinations of inputs A, B, and C: {A=0,B=1,C=1; 
A=1,B=0,C=1; A=0,B=0,C=1}. As different input sig-
nal combinations switch on different transistors, the volt-
age division between the transistors varies with the inputs. 
Per input combination, the voltage values at all short- 
defect locations are identical.

Considering the parasitic resistance, per input combina-
tion, the voltage values at different short-defect locations are 
slightly different. We build a short defect model including 
the extracted parasitic resistors on nets, shown in Fig. 15. To 
make the analysis easily to understand, we assume Rshort 
approximate to 0 Ω , namely the voltage values at two shorted 
nodes are equal. The numbers of nodes on Nets a and b are 
na and nb, respectively. The short defect can be between 
node ai on Net a and node bj on Net b if C(ai, bj) exists in 

the extracted DSPF netlist, where i ∈ [0..na] and j ∈ [0..nb] . 
The logic value at a short-defect location is determined by 
the voltage division between two parts resistances on the two 
sides of the location. In Fig. 15, the two parts of resistances 
are ( Rpull-a + Ra ) and ( Rpull-b + Rb ), where Rpull-a and Rpull-b 
are the resistances of switched-on transistors in the pull net-
works driving Nets a and b, respectively; Ra and Rb are the 
Net a respectively Net b parasitic resistances involved in the 
conductive path from VDD to VSS due to the short defect. Ra 
is the sum of resistances from node a0 till node ai which is 
the short location node. Similarly, Rb is the sum of resist-
ances from node b0 till the short location bj . A cell pattern 
causing opposite logic values on Nets a and b determines the 
conducted transistors in the pull-up and pull-down networks, 
and therefore determines the network resistances Rpull-a and 
Rpull-b . Ra and Rb are determined by the short-defect location.

Given a cell pattern p activating a short defect between 
Nets a and b, the voltage values Va and Vb at the shorted node 
ai respectively bj vary with the locations of ai and bj , as their 
locations affect Ra and Rb . If the voltage variation makes the 
interpreted logic value on the nets change between 0 and 1, 
two groups of equivalent short defects exist between the nets  
for p.

Typically, the parasitic resistance of interconnects is 
small, and hence the voltage drop on parasitic resistors 
is much smaller than that on transistors. As source-drain 
voltage of transistors does not significantly change with 
the variation of the short location, we assume the tran-
sistors in the shorted path can be seen as linear resis-
tors [30]. With this assumption, the larger Ra and the 
smaller Rb , the more voltage drop on Net a. Therefore, it 
is more probable that the interpreted logic values at node 
a0 to node ai are different. When Ra is maximized and 
Rb is minimized by shorting node ana and b0 , shown in 
Fig. 16a, the voltage division is determined by the ratio of  

Fig. 16  Two extreme short-defect locations lead to the highest probability of that (a) Net a is dominated and (b) Net b is dominated
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( Rpull-a + max(Ra) ) to Rpull-b . If a pull-up network drives 
Net a and a pull-down network drives Net b, the short 
defect in Fig. 16a leads to the minimum Va and Vb which 
the most probably is interpreted into logic 0, which 
means the logic value on Net a is forced to change from 
logic 1 to 0. If a pull-down network drives Net a and a 
pull-up network drives Net b, as the voltage drop on Net 
a is maximized and the voltage drop on Net b is mini-
mized to zero, the short defect in Fig. 16a leads to the 
maximum Va and Vb , namely leads to the highest prob-
ability that logic values on a and b are 1 and a is still 
dominated by b. Similarly, Fig.  16b shows the short-
defect location which causes the highest probability that 
Net a dominates Net b. In summary, between Net pair 
[a, b] the two diagonal short defects shown in Fig. 16a 
and Fig. 16b determine the range of voltages at short-
defect locations for every cell pattern activating the short 
defects between Nets a and b. If for all cell patterns, the 
voltage values at the two diagonal short-defect loca-
tions are interpreted into identical logic values, all short  
defects between a and b are equivalent.

Power net VDD and ground net VSS are voltage sources, 
and no transistor network drives them. Assuming a short 
defect happens between VDD/VSS and some other net, 
the voltage at the short-defect location is determined 
by the voltage drop on the parasitic resistance of VDD

/VSS . Typically, the parasitic resistance on VDD or VSS is 
up to several decades ohm, while the transistor network 
resistance is at least several hundreds ohm. The volt-
age drop on VDD or VSS is much smaller than that on the 
other side of the short defect, and the change of short-
defect location cannot lead to a drastic voltage varia-
tion at the short-defect location. Therefore, the volt-
age values at the short-defect locations are always close 
to the value on VDD or VSS , namely VDD or VSS always  
dominates the other net driven by transistors.

In summary, the short-defect location affects the voltage 
value on the shorted nets through the parasitic resistance 

involved into the shorted path. Typically, transistor network 
resistances are much larger than the parasitic resistances, 
and therefore varying the short-defect location cannot make 
the logic value on the shorted nets change, namely all short 
defects are equivalent. However, in some specific situations, 
varying the short-defect location result in some non-equiv-
alent defects that are discussed later. The range of voltages 
at the short-defect location is determined by the two diago-
nal short locations. If the two diagonal short defects between 
a net pair are equivalent, all shorts between the net pair are  
equivalent.

6.4  Short‑defect Collapsing

Based on the analysis of short-defect equivalence, for many 
net pairs, the short defects are equivalent. To minimize the 
defect count to be simulated, we collapse the full set of short 
defects into a compact set by identifying only one short-
defect location and simulate the compact set. Afterward, 
we identify the net pairs with non-equivalent short defects 
and identify the DDM columns for all these short defects to 
compensate the test quality. This location should meet two 
conditions: (1) the location is based on an extracted parasitic 
capacitor and (2) compared with the other extracted capaci-
tors, the node pair of this capacitor leads to on one net the 
maximum parasitic R while on the other net the minimum 
parasitic R involved into the shorted path from VDD to VSS , 
and therefore results in either boundary of the voltage vari-
ation due to the short location.

The short-defect collapsing algorithm is described in 
Algorithm 6. As we want to identify at most one short per 
net pair, we use array netShorts to store which net pairs 
already have been assigned a short defect; in Line 03, this 
array is initialized. Subsequently, for each net pair a, b ∈ 
Netsc which does not have a short identified yet (Line 05), 
we identify the node pair i ∈ a and j ∈ b in the full set of 
short-defect locations and leading to the maximal parasitic 
R of Net a and minimal R of Net b that are involved into the 

Fig. 17  The number of transistors but not nets increases with the drive strength
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shorted path (Lines 08–13). Next, for all transistors, if the 
user does not disable the transistor terminal shorts, only the 
transistor terminal pairs between which there is not already 
a short between the two corresponding nets are added to the 
compact set (Lines 15–20). If the transistor terminal leads 
to larger difference of the involved parasitic resistances, we 
replace the interconnect short location by the transistor-
terminal pair (Lines 21–25).

6.5  Short‑defect Characterization

Defect characterization is performed with only one short 
defect per net pair. To verify the test equivalence of short 
defects, except the DDM entry, we record more simulation 
results: per combination of short defect and cell pattern, 
voltage value Vp at the selected short-defect location and 
the current Ip in the conductive path from VDD to VSS.
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6.6  Short‑defect Test Quality Verification 
and Compensation

To check if all short defects per net pair are equivalent, 
we should know for each cell pattern activating the short 
defects, if the two diagonal short defects are equivalent. 
Based on the simulation result of the selected short defect 
per net pair, we identify the cell patterns for which the short 
defects between a net pair are possible to be non-equivalent, 
and hence cause different resulting DDM entries. Afterward, 
we simulate the other diagonal short defect for the net pair 
with only these suspicious cell patterns. If the two diagonal 
short defects are non-equivalent, we perform additional sim-
ulations for all short defects between the net pair to obtain all 
different DDM columns to maintain the test quality.

With the voltage and current values at the location of 
each simulated short defect, we calculate Vp∕Ip which is 
the sum of the resistance of pull-down network and para-
sitic resistance on the corresponding driven net. Similarly, 
(VDD − Vp)∕Ip is pull-up network resistance with the parasitic 
resistance on the corresponding driven net. The involved 
parasitic resistance on two shorted nets are calculated by 
processing the extracted DSPF netlist. Therefore, we cal-
culate the transistor-network resistances by subtracting the 
parasitic resistances in Vp∕Ip and (VDD − Vp)∕Ip . Considering 
the effect of short-defect location, we classify the relation-
ships between the transistor and parasitic resistances into 
four cases per cell pattern p that activates the short defect.

Case 1: ( Rpull−a(p)∕Rpull−b(p) > 3/2) ∧ ( Rpull−a(p) >

10 × max(R
a
) ) ∧ ( Rpull−b(p) > 10 × max(Rb) ) If no para-

sitic resistance is involved in the conductive path caused 
by a short defect, Rpull−a∕Rpull−b > 3/2 results in more 
than 60% voltage drops on the transistor network driving 
Net a. If a pull-up network drives Net a, the voltage at 
the short location Vp is smaller than 40%VDD . The logic 
values on Nets a and b are 0. If a pull-down network 
drives Net a, Vp is larger than 60%VDD . The logic values 
on a and b are interpreted into 1. Therefore, Net b domi-
nates Net b. Furthermore, transistor resistances are much 
larger than the maximum of Ra and Rb . The variations of 
Ra and Rb due to short-defect location cannot cause the 
voltage value at the short-defect location to vary between 
logic 0 and 1. The effect of short-defect location can be 
ignored, and hence all short defects between a and b are 
equivalent for p.
Case 2: ( Rpull−a(p)∕Rpull−b(p) < 2/3) ∧ ( Rpull−a(p) >

10 × max(R
a
) ) ∧ ( Rpull−b(p) > 10 × max(Rb) ) Case 2 is 

similar to Case 1. The voltage value at the short-defect 
location is also either smaller than 40% 40%DD or larger 
than 60%VDD , and the effect of short-defect location can 
be ignored and all short defects are equivalent for pattern 
p. But in this case, Net a dominates Net a.

Case 3: 2/3 ⩽ Rpull−a(p)∕Rpull−b(p) ⩽ 2/3 If no parasitic 
resistance is involved in the conductive path caused by a 
short defect, the voltage value at the short-defect loca-
tion is in the range of [ 40%VDD , 60%VDD ]. The threshold 
voltage between logic 0 and 1 is in this range for the 
CMOS technology. A small voltage variation can change 
the interpreted logic value. Therefore, the variations of Ra 
and Rb may cause different fault effects. In this case, two 
possible groups of equivalent short defects exist between 
the net pair [a, b]. One group causes the logic values on 
both nets to be 1, while the other group causes both nets’ 
logic signals to be 0.
Case 4:  ( max(Ra) ⩾ 10%Rpull−a(p) ) ∨ ( max(R

b
) ⩾

10%Rpull−b(p) ) ∨ ( max(Ra) ⩾ 10%Rpull−b(p) ) ∨ ( max(R
b
)

⩾ 10%Rpull−a(p) ) In standard cells with high drive 
strength, multiple parallel transistors are controlled by 
the same input signal. When these parallel transistors are 
switched on simultaneously, the signal on their driven 
net is pulled up or down by these parallel transistors 
together, and hence the drive strength increases. However, 
resistances of the transistor networks offering high drive 
strength decrease due to the parallel conducted transis-
tors. If the transistor-network resistances are compatible 
with the parasitic resistance, the short-defect location 
may influence the logic value on the shorted Nets a and b. 
For the net pairs of which parasitic resistances are larger 
than 10% transistor-network resistance, we check if the 
two diagonal short defects are equivalent.

If Case 1 or 2 happens for a cell pattern, all short defects 
between the corresponding net pair are equivalent. Only in 
Cases 3 and 4, test quality verification and compensation is 
required to maintain the test quality. The process is described 
in Algorithm 7. For each net pair, we initiate Set nonEquPat-
terns to store the cell patterns for which the short defects are 
non-equivalent (Line 03). Based on the voltage value at and 
current value through each short-defect location, we calculate 
the transistor-network resistances per cell pattern p that acti-
vates the short defect (Lines 04–13). For the cell pattern with 
which the effect of short-defect location cannot be ignored, 
we simulate the other diagonal short defect which identifies 
the range of voltage values with the already simulated diago-
nal short defect together. Only if the two DDM entries of the 
two diagonal short defects are different, short defects between 
a and b are non-equivalent for pattern p, and we store p in 
the set nonEquPatterns (Lines 18–24). If for only one cell 
pattern, the short defects are non-equivalent, we derive the 
only two different DDM columns in which the entries are all 
identical except in pattern p row. (Lines 26–31). Otherwise, 
we simulate all short defects only with the identified cell pat-
terns in nonEquPatterns to get all different DDM columns 
(Lines 33–36). To facilitate the downstream ATPG step, we 
collapse all identical DDM columns into one (Line 38).
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7  Experimental Results

The experiment results reported in this paper are based 
on 351 combinational cells in Cadence’s GPDK045 45nm 
library [3]. This library is planar CMOS technology and all 
cells contain four layers: n-diffusion, p-diffusion, poly, and 
metal-1 layers. The EDA tool versions used in our experi-
ments are Cadence Pegasus v18.1, Quantus Extraction Solu-
tion v18.1, and Modus v20.1. For the full set DLI, we use the 
default user settings which includes all possible defect loca-
tions, such that guarantees the best test quality; for defect 
characterization, we set open-defect resistance 1GΩ and 
short-defect resistance 0.001Ω . The tolerated delay thresh-
old value is set to 1ns.

7.1  GPDK045 CMOS Library

A standard-cell library contains two types of cells: logic 
cells and physical only cells. Physical only cells, such as 
tie-up, filler, and decap cells, have no inputs or outputs,  
hence we cannot perform the logic test that requires apply-
ing test stimuli on the inputs and observing responses on  
the outputs. CAT, as a logic test method, is applied on 
only logic cells. Typically, a logic cell with base drive 
strength that is denoted by ‘D1’ or ‘X1’ in the cell name 
contains only transistors that implement the cell’s logic 
function. We refer to these transistors as function tran-
sistors. Designers increase the drive strength of cells by  
adding so-called drive transistors in parallel with the func-
tion transistors driving the cell outputs. Therefore, both  
function and drive transistors are switched on or off by  
the same input signal and contribute to pull up or pull 
down the output simultaneously, which increases the drive 
strength. For a group of cells with the same logic func-
tion, the variation of drive strength influences the number 
of transistors but not the number of nets, which indicates 
the number of short-defect locations in the compact set is  
independent of the drive strength. For example, Fig. 17  

shows the drive strengths and the number of transistors and 
nets in all GPDK045 inverter and multiplexer 2-to-1 cells. 
The number of nets always stays the same for all inverter 
or multiplexer cells, but the number of transistors increases 
with the drive strength.

The GPDK045 cell information is shown in Fig. 18. The 
cells with the most inputs are AOI33, AOI222, OAI33, 
OAI222, and MUX4-to-1. As they both have six inputs 
and one output, the number of one-cycle cell patterns is 
26 = 64 . MUX4-to-1 cell requires the most (i.e. 128) two-
cycle cell patterns in which one input signal change causes  
an output transition.

7.2  Example Cell AND2X1

First, we illustrate our approach with cell AND2X1. The 
AND2X1 cell has two inputs, A and B, one output Y, and 
performs a logic-AND function. Three I/Os, power and 
ground connections, and six transistors with four termi-
nals give a total of 29 terminals for this cell. As shown in 
Fig. 19a, these terminals are interconnected by seven nets: 
{A, B, Y, VDD , VSS , n1, n2}.

Figure 19b, shows the layout of AND2X1. The PEX tool 
partitions the seven nets into 43 segments excluding eight 
virtual segments, each with its own parasitic resistor. Fig-
ure 19c illustrates the PEX partitioning of nets into segments 
for Net A, which interconnects input terminal A and the gate 
terminals of Transistors Mp0 and Mn1. PEX introduces four 
internal nodes on Net A. Nodes A#9 and A#4 mark the transi-
tion points between respectively metal-1 and poly-silicon to 
the contact between these two layers. At Node A#3 , the net 
forks out to the PMOS and NMOS transistors. Node A#5 is 
introduced to mark the 90◦ bend point in the ‘L’-shape. The 
dangling segments at the extreme ends of the poly-silicon 
and metal-1 structures are not reported. Example Net A 
consists of six segments, partitioned over three branches: 
{A,A#9,A#4,A#3} , {A#3,Mp0#g} , and {A#3,A#5,Mn1#g} . 
For each of the three branches, we identify the segment on 

Fig. 18  The number of library 
cells’ inputs, outputs, and all 
possible test patterns
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which an open is the most likely to happen. Opens on the 
latter two branches are equivalent to transistor gate-terminal 
opens on Mp0#g and Mn1#g . Therefore, these two gate- 
terminal opens are not selected into the compact set.

For the complete cell AND2X1, identifying open-defect 
locations on all segments and on all gate, source, and drain 
transistor terminals results in 43+18 = 61 open-defect loca-
tions. However, AND2X1 has 20 branches; we collapse the 
open-defect locations on 43 segments into on 20 branches. 
Afterwards, only seven transistor-terminal opens are not on 
any physical branch. So, only 20 branches and three tran-
sistor-terminal opens out of 61 (= 37.7%) open-defect loca-
tions are selected for the compact set. Among the 20 branch 
opens, nine opens cause either no delay or delay longer than 
1 � s (= 1000ns) for all cell patterns. As opens on these nine 
branches cause delay much larger than the detection thresh-
old of delay size defined by the user, and the load capaci-
tance variation on a branch cannot be 1000× , all opens on 
these branches will cause delay larger than 1ns and hence be 

detected by the same patterns, namely are equivalent. We do 
not verify test quality for these branches. The other eleven 
open defects causing delay smaller than 1 � s and larger than 
1ns are shown in Table 1. The column `Nominal Delay’ pre-
sents the delays for all cell patterns under the defect-free 
situation. Based on the load capacitances after opens per 
branch, we calculate the delay size caused by the most down-
stream segment open on each of the eleven branches, shown 
in Table 2. All the calculated delay sizes in Table 2 are larger 
than 1ns. Therefore, for all branches, the most upstream 
and the most downstream segment opens are detected by 
the same set of cell patterns. All opens on the branches are 
equivalent, and no additional simulation to be performed.

For Branches on which {d3, d3′ }, {d4, d4′ }, {d5, d5′ }, 
{d6, d6′ }, {d8, d8′ }, {d9, d9′ } are, the delay sizes caused by 
the most upstream and the most downstream segment opens 
are identical. The reason can be either the branch contains 
only one segment, or the load capacitance variation caused 
by open-defect location is too small to impact the delay size.

Fig. 19  GPDK045 library cell 
AND2X1

Fig. 20  Full vs. compact sets 
of open-defect locations in 
GPDK045 library cells and the 
division of the latter into branch 
and transistor opens
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Next, we consider short-defect locations. Cell AND2X1 
has 58 nodes, which make for 

(
58

2

)
 = 1,653 node pairs. Sub-

tracting the 257 node pairs for which both nodes are part of 
the same net leaves 1,396 node pairs between disjoint nets; 
this is the theoretical maximum for the number of short-
defect locations. The PEX tool extracts only 745 parasitic 
capacitors above its user-specified PEX minimum of 10−25 F. 
The DLI function considers at most one short-defect location 
per net pair. Cell AND2X1 has six physical nets, except Net 
n2 connecting Mn0#d and Mn1#s between which there is no 
real physical interconnection but just a shared diffusion area. 
Therefore, we consider 

(
6

2

)
 = 15 net pairs. As they all have 

extracted parasitic capacitors, for each one we identify one 
representative short-defect location by selecting the capaci-
tor with the maximum value. For each transistor, identifying 
short-defect locations between three terminal pairs would 
result in 18 shorts. However, some transistor-terminal short 
locations are between the same net pairs, hence are equiv-
alent. Only 15 terminal shorts are non-equivalent to each 
other and ten of them are equivalent to the net-pair shorts 
already identified based on the parasitic capacitors. There-
fore, we only need to add five more transistor-terminal short 
locations into the compact set. Furthermore, three of these 
shorts (A-Y, B-Y, and A-B) are equivalent to the port-shorts at  

the cell boundary. In total, 20 of the 21 potential net-pair 
short locations are considered realistic in our approach; this 
constitutes a reduction of 97.4% from the 745+24 = 769 
possible short locations based on the extracted netlist. The 
corresponding simulation time is reduced from 74 to only 
7 seconds, which is a 90.5% reduction. The 20 identified 
cell-internal short-defect locations also cover the six stuck-
at faults at the cell boundary, i.e., Ports A, B, and Y either 
stuck-at-zero or -one.

Table 3 shows the voltages at short-defect locations given 
by the simulation. The power voltage value is set to be 1.1v 
based on the library Liberty files. Cell patterns are in the first 
column. The second to the last columns in the second row 
give the names of net pairs between which we inject a diago-
nal short defect. The shorted net pairs of which one net is VDD 
or VSS are not listed in Table 3 as VDD or VSS always strongly 
dominates the other net. It is not necessary to verify the short-
defect equivalence for these net pairs. The highlighted items in 
Table 3 indicate the combinations of net pair and cell pattern 
may have multiple detection results with changing the short-
defect location, because the voltage value at the short-defect 
location is close to the threshold of logic 1. For all the other 
net pairs, the voltage values at short-defect location are strong 
logic ‘1’ or ‘0’ and their parasitic resistances are much smaller 

Table 1  Delay sizes caused by the most upstream segment open per branch

Pattern Two-Cycle Detection: Delay Matrix (unit: ns)

AB;AB/Y Nominal Delay d1  d2  d3  d4  d5  d6  d7  d8  d9  d10  d11 

p0 = 01;11/H 0.050 49.19 33.09 62.46 116.16 503.76 8.96 799.67
p1 = 10;11/H 0.052 54.30 33.09 60.26 116.07 31.16 607.03 843.77
p2 = 11;01/L 0.037 62.99 70.01 29.18 479.99 834.70
p3 = 11;10/L 0.039 62.95 71.16 32.11 26.20 593.98 880.41

Table 2  Calculated delay sizes caused by the most downstream segment open per branch

Pattern Two-Cycle Detection: Delay Matrix (unit: ns)

AB;AB/Y Nominal Delay d1
′     d2′   d3

′
d4

′   d5
′

d6
′   d7

′
d8

′   d9
′

d10
′   d11

′

p1 = 01;11/H 0.050 39.61 33.09 62.46 116.16 395.23 8.96 666.46
p2 = 10;11/H 0.052 36.83 33.09 60.26 116.07 31.16 459.44 703.21
p3 = 11;01/L 0.037 62.99 70.01 29.18 376.59 695.65
p4 = 11;10/L 0.039 62.95 71.16 32.11 26.20 449.56 733.75

Table 3  Calculated delay sizes 
caused by the most downstream 
segment open per branch

Pattern  One-Cycle Detection: Voltage Matrix (unit: v)

AB/Y A-B A-Y B-Y A-n1 B-n1 Y-n1

p0 = 00/L 0 0 0 0.16 0.15 0.89
p1 = 01/L 0.48 0 0.49 0.08 1.1 0.81
p2 = 10/L 0.47 0.87 0 1.1 0.07 0.81
p3 = 11/H 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.04 1.05 0.34
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than the driving transistor networks. Therefore, the short-
defect location does not impact the detection results. Only 
for net pair A-B, we simulate the other diagonal short defect 
with only cell patterns ‘01/L’ and ‘10/L’. The resulting DDM 
columns of the two diagonal shorts are identical, so all short 
defects between A and B will cause identical DDM columns, 
namely are equivalent. The test quality is the same as that based 
on full set of defects. We do not need to perform additional  
simulation.

7.3  45nm Technology Library

The PEX run on all 351 combinational cells of the GPDK045 
library [3] resulted in 6,438 transistors, 52,967 extracted net 
segments, and 1,278,098 extracted parasitic capacitors, and 
took 11.0 hours. Note that there are 24.1× more parasitic Cs 
extracted than parasitic Rs. The simulation time for short-
defect characterization dominates the total time cost.

Assigning open defects to all net segments and to three 
terminals for each transistor results in 52,967 + 3 × 6,438 
= 72,281 open locations in the full sets in which 31,988 
open defects are selected into the compact set for the down-
stream defect characterization. This constitutes a reduction 
of 55.7%. The DLI results per library cell for opens are 
shown in Fig. 20.

The simulation time of the compact set is 26.6 hours, 
which indicates the simulation based on the full set would 
take around 67 hours. For the total 22,306 branches, 74.6% 
are branches of which the most upstream segment opens 
are detected. Subsequently, we verify the test quality for the 
74.6% branches. The other 25.4% branch opens cause delay 
smaller than the detectable threshold 1ns, and hence are 
non-detectable. As the most upstream segment opens on the 
25.4% branches cause delay smaller than 1ns, all the other 
opens on their branches cause delay also smaller than 1ns. 
All opens on the 25.4% are non-detectable and equivalent. 

For each branch of the 74.6% branches, if the most upstream 
segment open causes delay size larger than the tolerated 
delay threshold 1ns and the most downstream segment open 
leads to a delay size smaller than 1ns, not all segment opens 
on this branch are equivalent. Before calculating the delay 
sizes of the most downstream opens, we filter out Type 3 
branches on which open defects at different locations may 
cause different detection results. 42.7% branch opens cause 
delay larger than 1 � s for all required cell patterns, 1000× 
detectable threshold 1ns. It is not possible on these branches 
the delay variation is larger than 1000× . All opens on these 
branches for all required cell patterns cause delays larger 
than 1ns, so they are detectable by the same cell patterns and 
equivalent. For the remaining 31.9% branches, we classify 
them corresponding to the four types discussed in Section 5, 
shown in Fig. 21. Only 9.93% (= 2,214) Type 3 branches 
require the test quality verification.

For all 2,214 Type 3 branches, we calculate the delay 
size resulting from the most downstream segment open for 
each pattern. Figure 22 shows per branch, only the minimum 
delay sizes caused by the most upstream and downstream 
segment opens by applying all cell patterns. The results 

Fig. 21  The classification of the 
open branches causing delays 
larger than 1ns

Fig. 22  Minimum delay sizes caused by the-most-upstream and 
-downstream segment open
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show that on no branch, the most upstream and downstream 
segment opens cause different detection results. All segment 
opens on every branch are equivalent. The branch classifica-
tion and delay size calculation for the Category 5 branches 
took 0.86 hours in total. In summary, we reduce the open-
defect simulation time by 59.0% with maintaining the best 
test quality.

The PEX tool extracts 1,278,098 parasitic capacitors 
(excluding self-capacitances). If we assign shorts on all 
parasitic C and four short defects per transistor between its 
transistor terminals, we identify a full set of 1,278,098 + 3 
× 6,438 = 1,297,412 short-defect locations. We consider one 
diagonal short defect per net pair. The library cells together 
have 22,840 net pairs, for which only 10,430 net pairs have 
extracted parasitic capacitors. We identify 10,430 net-pair 
shorts in the compact set. Subsequently, we add additional 

4,235 transistor-terminal shorts that are between non-phys-
ical interconnects but model transistor-internal defects. The 
compact set reduces the full set of short locations with 1 - 
(14,683/(1,278,098 + 3 × 6,438)) = 98.9%. Figure 23 shows 
per library cell the DLI results for shorts. Unlike what was 
claimed by [14], there is no need to explicitly add stuck-at 
faults at the cell boundaries to the candidate defect set, as 
all stuck-at faults are already included in the compact set as 
short defects between cell ports and power or ground.

Figure 24 shows per cell the simulation time in the defect 
characterization and test quality verification and compensa-
tion. Assuming we simulate the full set of short defects, 
for each library cell, the number of simulations equals the 
product of short-defect count and cell pattern count, result-
ing in 21,788,604 (=100%) simulations. With the approach 
proposed in this paper, we first simulate only the compact 

Fig. 23  Full vs.compact sets 
of short-defect locations in 
GPDK045 library cells, and the 
division of the latter into net-
pair and transistor shorts

Fig. 24  Simulation times for 
the short defects in GPDK045 
library cells
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set with 284,288 (=13%) simulations. The simulation time 
based on the compact set is 12.5 hours. Via linear extrapola-
tion, the simulation time based on the full set would be 47.3 
days, which is clearly unfeasible and underlines the necessity 
of reducing defect characterization time.

During short-defect characterization, we use the exhaus-
tive set of one-cycle cell patterns to simulate each short 
defect and record the voltage and current values at each 
short-defect location for the downstream test quality verifi-
cation and compensation. Using these values, we identify the 
combinations of net pairs and cell patterns that may result in 
different detection results due to different short-defect loca-
tions. Between 1,616 (=15.5%) out of 10,430 net pairs, short 
defects are possible non-equivalent for one or multiple cell 
patterns. Applying only the cell patterns that can cause dif-
ferent detections, we perform simulations for the other diag-
onal short defect of the 1,616 net pairs. The total additional 
number of simulations is 16,232, and the corresponding 
simulation time is 0.8 hours. After this simulation, we deter-
mine 348 (=0.03%) net pairs between which two diagonal 
short defects are non-equivalent. Therefore, between these 
net pairs, not all short defects are equivalent. Among the 348 
net pairs, 148 net pairs are with only one cell pattern causing 
different detections for the two diagonal short defects. We 
already can determine the only two DDM columns caused by 
these net pair shorts without additional simulation. For the 
remaining 240 net pairs, we perform additional simulations 
for the full set of the short defects. 120,115 times simula-
tions took additional 3.4 hours and identified 823 different 
DDM columns for these net pair shorts. In total, we spent 
16.7 hours simulating the short defects; 74.9% simulation is 
for the compact set of short defects, and 25.1% simulation 
time is for the test quality verification and compensation. 
Compared with the estimated simulation time for the full set, 
we save 98.5% time cost on defect simulation.

8  Conclusion

CAT promises to significantly reduce test-escape rates, as 
it targets cell-internal defects that are covered by conven-
tional test approaches only on a serendipitous basis. Test 
quality and costs of CAT critically depend on the library 
characterization. To guarantee the test quality, we propose a 
PEX based approach to identify a full set of defect locations. 
To reduce the simulation time, we minimize the number of 
defects to be simulated without a negative impact on the test 
quality. We collapse the full set to a compact set based on the 
defect equivalence. For opens, this means that we consider 
only one defect per net branch, while for shorts, we consider 
only one defect per net pair. Even though simulation with 
the compact set maintains the test quality for a large number 
of defects, errors can happen in some specific situations. On 

particular branches, open-defect location affects the resulting 
delay size and may lead to different detection results based 
on the user-defined delay threshold. Between cell-internal 
net pairs, short-defect location affects the voltage, namely 
the logic value for the downstream circuit. We propose a 
solution to verify the test quality based on the compact set 
and, if necessary, compensate the test quality to the same 
level based on the full set. In our experiment results for 
Cadence’s GPDK045 library, the defect collapsing reduces 
the total number of defect locations to be simulated by 
96.6% compared to the number of defects in the full set. 
To compensate the test quality, we simulate additional 2% 
defects from the full set to identify 823 more different DDM 
columns. In theory, we would reduce 96.4% simulation time 
compared with simulating the full set of defects.
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